A criterion is proved for the existence of at least one solution to the equation u" + u = g(u) + h with w(0) = m(jt) = 0, where h E L2 [0, w] and g is continuous monotone nonincreasing.
In a number of papers [5] [6] [7] we have considered the problem of the periodic solutions (harmonics) of Liénard systems, and we have given sufficient conditions for the existence of such solutions in a number of rather general situations. This we have done by using variants of the alternative method (cf. also [1, 2, 3, 4, 8] ). We are interested here in the solutions of the nonlinear problem (1) u" + u = g(u) + h, u(0) = m(w) = 0, \g(u)\<Cx + C2\u\ , h E L2[0, it], g continuous and monotone, g(oo) = oo.
A paper has recently appeared [10] in which the authors use a method which could be thought of as a variant of the alternative method we have used in [4] [5] [6] and show the existence of solutions of the nonlinear problem (1) under suitable growth hypotheses on g(u) including oddness and a bound on C2.
In the present paper we should separate the case of g( u ) nondecreasing from the case in which g(u) is nonincreasing.
For g nondecreasing neither oddness nor any bound on g is needed.
In an independent paper we discuss this case among other aspects of boundary value problems at resonance. Indeed, following our results in [12] and using the ideas in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , we improve this case to essentially requiring that g be eventually increasing and thereby improve on previous work in [11] .
For g nonincreasing, certainly a bound on C2 is needed since for C2 = 3, C0 = 0, g(u) --3u, h -sin2?, problem (1) has no solution. However, for this case, g monotone nonincreasing by using the same method above, we prove Theorems ( 1 .i) and (2,i) which seem to improve the results in [10] since oddness is not needed and the estimate y < 0.443 in (Li) replaces a weaker estimate in [10] (cf. Remark 2 at the end of the present paper).
1. We first consider the following situation which seems to be relevant.
(Li) Theorem. Let h: [0,ir] -R,h E L2[0, it], g: R -» R be continuous monotone nonincreasing with | g(£) | =£ C + y | £ | for some constants y > 0, C > 0, a«o" smc/i that lim sup^^-g^)/!) = y in the sense that for every e > 0 there are numbers X > 0 as large as we want such that -g(X)/X > y -e and -g(-X)/(-X) > y -e. Then, for y < 0.443 there is at least one solution u(t), 0 < / < it, to problem (I), (u, u') absolutely continuous with u" E L2[0, it].
Proof. Under the stated assumptions, we see that for every e > 0 there are also numbers \ > 0 as large as we want such that -g(~£)/\ > y -e, -g(-î)/(-£) > y -e. In terms of the alternative method (cf. e.g. ll«ll= 2a* -
where p = (2/ir)x/2o and o = (^(k2 -1)"2)'/2. It is easy to compute o by comparison with the well-known series S4 = "Zfk"4 -1.08232. Indeed, for every m we have
and for m = 10 we obtain a = 0.36736 and ju = 0.29311 (the error being < 10~5). With these notations, problem (1), or Ex -Nx, is equivalent to the system of auxiliary and determining equations (2) ii, = Kxu = H(l-P)Nu, Kou = QNu = 0, where u = u* + ux, u* E X0, u] E Xx. We will now apply an abstract existence theorem derived in [13] to the above system of equations.
Here N is continuous, 77(7 -P) is compact; hence, Kxu -H(I -P)N is compact. On the other hand, 7v0 = QN is continuous. Let us now prove that we can take R0, r > 0,so that ||«*]| =£ R0, \\ux\\ =s r, u = u* + ux implies ||7<",w|| *£ r. 
We have just proved that || ¿7, || < r for || u*\\ < RQ, || m, || < r. We shall now verify that (4) (SQN(u* + ux),u*)<0[>0)
for all u* E X0, ux E Xx, \\u*\\ -R0, \\ux\\ < r. When this is done, we know by (2.i) of [13] that there is at least one point u = u* + ux Gß such that «, -Kxu, K0u = 0, that is, m = u* + w, is a solution of the original problem (1). Statement (2.i) is proved in [13] by the Leray-Schauder topological argument, and an alternative proof is also given in [13] in terms of Schauder's fixed point theorem.
Let g, = -g. Condition (4) in the present case becomes, for p = ±7?0 and dropping the factor p, Therefore, for t E F0 we also have (6) p(2/7r)'/2sin/ + «, (t) > r¡R0 -p\frt C -pyR0 ~ pyr -/ill/ill = x< ' G F0.
To make x > 0, we require From the assumptions on g, we know that given e > 0, there are numbers x > 0 as large as we want such that g,(x) > (y *~ «)X-Thus, if x, as defined by (6), is one of these numbers, then by (6) and the monotonicity of g, we have, for t E F0. -{it-2(tt/2)'/V).}(y -e)(n^C + pyr + p\\h\\) -2(tt/2)'/2kt)2(c + pyfr~C + py2r + py\\h\\) -IIAll.
To make 7 > 0, first we require the coefficient m of R0 to be positive, hence (11) m = (» -2(V2)1/2t/K)t,(y -e)(i| -juvy) -2(t7/2)1/V(y*J + MY2) > 0, and by taking a = 2(7t/2)1/2k, e = 0, and dividing by r¡y, we require (12) (it -ar¡)(7] -py) > ar¡(r¡ + py), or 17 -¡iy > (2a/tr)r¡2.
In other words, not only do we need tj -py > 0 as required in (7), but we also need tj -py > (2a/7r)r/2 or, equivalently, tj -(2a/tr)-q2 > py. The first member takes its maximum value for tj = tj0 = 7r/4a, and thus y must be below the corresponding value, or y < y0 = p~x-n0(l -(2a/tr)-q0) --rt/Sap = (2p)~xr¡0. By taking note of the value of a we also have We see that we can take tj = tj0 and then 0 < y < y0, so that (12) holds. Hence, we can take e > 0 sufficiently small so that (11) holds, that is, the coefficient m of R0 in the estimate (10) of 7 is positive. For e = s'y, we also have from (11) Hence, we require p, p < 1, p2 p < 1, and (16) 7v0>(l -pxp)'\pxq + qx), R0 > 0 ~ P2P)~\Pi<l + «2).
and we require r to satisfy (15), which now implies (3).
We now have pxp= (r,-pyy\py)(3-xy)(l-3-xy)'\ p2p = [77(77 -py) -2aij2 -e'(t7 -aTj)(Tj -py)]' X/íy[(t7 -aTj)(l -e') + aT,](3-'Y)(l -r'yf*.
To guarantee that /?, /? < I, p2p < 1, we first take e' = 0 so that these requirements reduce to py{3xy)<(i\-py)(l -3-'y), or (3~xn + p)y -t, < 0, Hence, y < y,, = 0.77322, and y < y21 = 0.4438, the latter restriction being stronger than the former, and also stronger than the two others, y < 3 and y < Yo -0.52084, we met before. We take y = 0.443. By choosing e, that is, e' > 0 sufficiently small, we have/?,/» < l,p2p < I, and (3), (7) and (14) reduce to (15) and (16).
It is enough that we now take 7?0 > 0 sufficiently large and in such a way that the corresponding x as given by (6) is one of the numbers x which are now determined since we have already chosen e = ye' > 0. For p = -7?0 the same considerations hold with (6) replaced by p(2/7r)l/2sin ? + ~u~x(t) < --qRQ + pfr C + pyR0 + pyr + p\\h\\ = ~x, t G F0.
By the statement (2.i) of [13] we conclude that there is some u = u* + w, G Í2 such that w, = Ktu, KQu -0. This completes the proof of (Li).
2. We shall consider here another situation which also seems to be of interest. For D -y this theorem reduces to Theorem (Li). Proof. Let D -8y for some 6 > 1. Let us proceed as in §1, where now in the estimates we shall need D = 6 y instead of y, while the estimates where we have y -e remain the same. The final result is that the problem has solutions if we can satisfy certain inequalities, where now 8 appears together with y-For 8 = 1 these inequalities reduce to those of §1, and we have seen that the latter could be satisfied in the strong sense by taking tj, k, a as in §1 and y < 0.443. By continuity argument there is some 80 > 1, depending on y, such that the same inequalities are satisfied for all 6,1 « 0 < 80. This is the essence of the Lazer and Leach theorem [9] , which is restated here in the present situation. The proof, on the same idea as the present paper, is given in [3, p. 144] and can be repeated in the present case.
Remark 2. Statement (l.i) seems to improve those in [10] where it is required that g be odd (we do not need this assumption) and y < 0.24347 (we require y < 0.443). For instance, for g(£) = 1 + 3~x£, for £ > 0, g(£) = e* + 3~'£ for £ < 0, and h(t) = sin t, problem (1) has a nonzero solution.
